**Answer to anonymous referee #4:**

This paper quantitatively validate the absorbing aerosol height (AAH) product from GOME-2 retrieved by the Fast Retrieval Scheme for Clouds from the Oxygen A band (FRESCO) algorithm for case studies of volcanic eruptions. The topic of this work is useful and provides the guide for the use of GOME-2 AAH product in volcano related research. However, the qualities of both the descriptions of the data and the presentations of results (figures and tables) have to be improved. In fact, previous studies about validation of passive satellite AAH retrieval with lidar observations always used lidar backscatter or aerosol extinction profiles (see references), but only CALIOP VFM product was used in this study. I don’t think this is sufficient as a benchmark. If the authors have some specific reasons to use this product, these should be described. The descriptions about the definition of AAH and aerosol profile assumption in FRESCO algorithm are also important to find an appropriate aerosol height benchmark from lidar measurements, but not involved in this study. The detailed comments are as follows.

**General comments**

1. Before the comparison of GOME-2 AAH and CALIOP data, the authors need to make the definition of GOME-2 AAH clearly, but I cannot find it. What is the aerosol/cloud profile assumption in the GOME-2 retrieval algorithm? For example, in EPIC/DSCOVR ALH retrieval, the aerosol profile is assumed to follow a quasi-Gaussian distribution (Xu et al.2019,AMT; Xu et al.2017, GRL), meanwhile in TROPOMI L2 ALH product, a uniform aerosol layer is defined and the middle layer is reported as ALH in the product (http://www.tropomi.eu/sites/default/files/files/publicSentinel-5P-TROPOMI-ATBD-Aerosol-Height.pdf). For different aerosol profile assumptions, the aerosol extinction shows different vertical distribution, which will affect the TOA reflectance observed by the satellite. On the other hand, the definition of GOME-2 AAH also determines which height should be derived from CALIOP data to do comparison.

To specifically answer your question about the aerosol/cloud profile used:
The retrieval of the AAH is based on the FRESCO method, where no specific aerosol layer/profile was introduced. Instead a Lambertian layer has been inserted in the model.

The manuscript will be updated to include more background information about the AAH. More detailed information will be extracted from Wang et al. 2012 and Tilstra et al. 2019a.

**Changes to the manuscript:**

Added the following text to section 2.1.2:

“\( R_{\text{sim}}(\lambda, \theta, \theta_0, \phi-\phi_0) \) at wavelength \( \lambda \), viewing zenith angle \( \theta \), solar zenith angle \( \theta_0 \), and relative azimuth angle \( \phi-\phi_0 \) is then given by
The GOME-2 AAH algorithm essentially retrieves the aerosol layer height using two approaches. In the first approach, equation (1) is used, and the aerosol/cloud layer height \( z_c \) is retrieved along with effective aerosol/cloud cover fraction \( c \). The aerosol layer albedo \( A_c \) is set to a fixed value of 0.8, which is an appropriate value for clouds (Koelemeijer et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2008) and also a functional value for thick aerosol layers (Wang et al., 2012). The parameters retrieved this way are in fact identical to the parameters retrieved by the FRESCO+ cloud information retrieval. In the second approach, the scene albedo \( A_{sc} \) and scene height \( z_{sc} \) are derived using equation (2), i.e., by assuming the aerosol/cloud fraction \( c \) to be equal to one (Koelemeijer et al., 2001; Stammes et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008). Large aerosol plumes often cover several GOME-2 pixels. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume an aerosol/cloud cover fraction of one in these situations.”

\[
R_{sim} = cT_c(z_c)A_c + cR_c(z_c) + (1-c)T_s(z_s)A_s + (1-c)R_s(z_s). \tag{1}
\]

If \( c = 1 \), the surface related terms vanish and the above equation is simplified to

\[
R_{sim} = T_c(z_{sc})A_c + R_c(z_{sc}). \tag{2}
\]

Note that the wavelength and directional dependencies are omitted in equations (1) and (2) for \( R_{sim}, T_c, R_c, T_s, A_c \) and \( R_s \). In the above equations, \( c \) is the effective aerosol/cloud cover fraction at the O2-A band, \( A_c \) is the albedo of the aerosol/cloud layer, \( A_s \) is the surface albedo, and \( A_{sc} \) is the scene albedo. The terms \( T(\lambda, z_c, \theta, \theta_0) \), \( T(\lambda, z_s, \theta, \theta_0) \), and \( T(\lambda, z_{sc}, \theta, \theta_0) \) are the direct atmospheric transmittances for light entering the atmosphere from the solar direction, propagating down to different levels characterized by surface height \( z_s \), aerosol/cloud height \( z_c \), and scene height \( z_{sc} \), respectively, then propagating to the top of the atmosphere (TOA) in the direction of the satellite. Oxygen absorption and single Rayleigh scattering reflectances are both taken into account in the light paths for the transmittances and in the single Rayleigh scattering reflectances above the aerosol/cloud layer (\( R_c \)) and the surface (\( R_s \)), respectively, in the way as described in, for instance, Wang et al. (2008). The transmittances and reflectances are pre-calculated and stored in a look-up table.

The GOME-2 AAH algorithm essentially retrieves the aerosol layer height using two approaches. In the first approach, equation (1) is used, and the aerosol/cloud layer height \( z_c \) is retrieved along with effective aerosol/cloud cover fraction \( c \). The aerosol layer albedo \( A_c \) is set to a fixed value of 0.8, which is an appropriate value for clouds (Koelemeijer et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2008) and also a functional value for thick aerosol layers (Wang et al., 2012). The parameters retrieved this way are in fact identical to the parameters retrieved by the FRESCO+ cloud information retrieval. In the second approach, the scene albedo \( A_{sc} \) and scene height \( z_{sc} \) are derived using equation (2), i.e., by assuming the aerosol/cloud fraction \( c \) to be equal to one (Koelemeijer et al., 2001; Stammes et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008). Large aerosol plumes often cover several GOME-2 pixels. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume an aerosol/cloud cover fraction of one in these situations.”

+ references added to reference list:


2. In fact, in many previous studies, the CALIOP extinction weighted aerosol height was always used as the validation of passive satellite retrieval, such as EPIC and TROPOMI (Xu et al. 2019, AMT; Nanda et al. 2020, AMT). Why did the authors choose the minimum and maximum layer from CALIOP data? How to define this minimum and maximum value? I think the CALIOP aerosol extinction product and backscatter data will be useful. From Fig. 1, the GOME-2 AAH seems not correlated with CALIOP data and indicates its bad agreement with CALIOP data and even meaningless.

None of the authors have the knowhow or software infrastructure to work with the CALIOP extinction weighted aerosol height. We decided to use the Vertical Feature Mask product developed by NASA (Liu et al., 2005, Omar et al., 2009, Kim et al., 2018) which transforms the original total backscatter signal from CALIOP to a product representing the height of different aerosol layers and types:

From Nowotnick et al. 2015:

“CALIOP provides daytime and nighttime attenuated backscatter profiles at 532 and 1064 nm, as well as information about depolarization at 532 nm. This information is first used to discriminate cloud and aerosol layers (Liu et al., 2005). Aerosol layers are then fed through a vertical feature mask (VFM) algorithm that assigns aerosol type classifications based on aerosol geographic location, the underlying surface type, observed aerosol altitude, attenuated backscatter, and depolarization ratio. The practical
application of the CALIOP VFM is to assign an appropriate lidar ratio for each detected aerosol layer in order to compute aerosol extinction profiles from the attenuated backscatter signals, extinction being more directly comparable to model fields than attenuated backscatter (Omar et al., 2009). By itself, though, the VFM also provides a unique tool for directly exploring the vertical distribution of cloud and aerosol layers, as well as aerosol composition.”

We trust the quality of this product as it was developed by members of the CALIOP team. Several papers have also used this product (e.g. Adams et al., 2012, Burton et al., 2013, Chen et al., 2012, Hagihara et al., 2010, Mielonen et al., 2009, Nowottnick et al., 2015, Tesche et al., 2013 and Yoshida et al., 2010). We believe that developing a method using the extinction signal is out of the scope of this article, as we do not want to focus on the quality and retrieval of CALIOP data but instead on the new GOME-2 AAH product.

References CALIOP VFM articles:
3. When the authors did the comparison, was there any quality control method to be used to remove those unconfident AAH retrievals? If not, the invalid retrievals may reduce the correlation between GOME-2 AAH and CALIOP data in Fig.1. In fact, I do not quite understand the "accuracy requirements" in Table 1. More descriptions about the meaning of the numbers in this table is suggested to be added.

The only quality control method used to remove unconfident AAH retrievals is the selection of AAH data for which the AAI is higher than 4 to ensure that we only investigate data for which the aerosol absorption was high enough. Also, observations with solar zenith angles larger than 85 degrees, observations in sun glint geometries and observations known to be affected by a solar eclipse event are skipped (Tilstra et al., 2019).

The low, medium and high reliability labels are given based on whether the cloud height or scene height is used to determine the AAH. This is explained in section 2.1.2 in the manuscript. The accuracy requirements presented in table 1 are developed and defined within the steering group of EUMETSAT AC SAF. The numbers they defined are obtained after an extensive procedure. We added this information to the text.

**Explanation min/max CALIOP height:** The CALIOP VFM product provides the latitude, longitude, altitude and aerosol classification of all individual layers. As long as the altitude difference between the different layers was less than 200 m, the different layers were considered as one big layer. For this layer, the minimum and maximum height was then determined. This was done to reduce the amount of CALIOP data to compare with GOME-2 overpasses.
Changes to the manuscript:

Added to section 2.1.2:

“Observations with solar zenith angles larger than 85 degrees, observations in sun glint geometries and observations known to be affected by a solar eclipse event are skipped. Whenever the AAI is below 4, the amount of absorbing aerosol is too small to result in a reliable retrieval of the AAH.”

+ “The accuracy requirements for the AAH product, as defined by the AC SAF steering committee in the Product Requirements Document (Hovila et al., 2019), can be found in Table 1.”

4. Most of the figures in this study is not impressive and the figures quality needs to be improved. For example, the data for different aerosol subtypes can be shown as different colored dots in Fig. 1a, so that the readers can easily find which aerosol type has better agreement and which is worse. Or the error in Fig. 4 can be expressed as error bar instead of dots. The meaning of Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 have some overlaps and the authors should better organize them.

We decided to change Fig. 1 by plotting for each GOME-2 AAH value the mean and standard deviation of the corresponding CALIOP minimum layer heights (as suggested by reviewer 1).

The contents of Figure 2 and 3 are now merged in one new figure 2 where the difference between the AAH and the minimum CALIOP layer height in function of distance is shown for different bins of time difference (represented by the different colors).

We agree that Figure 4 does not add much information, so we decided to remove it from the manuscript. We improved the quality of the figures.

Changes to the manuscript:

New figure 1 + new figure 2 + removed figures 3 and 4.
Fig. 1: Requirement plots for GOME-2A (upper left), GOME-2B (upper right) and GOME-2C (lower middle). The red, green and blue line represent the threshold, target and optimal requirement lines. For each GOME AAH, the corresponding mean minimum CALIOP layer height and the standard deviation are shown.
Fig. 2: Difference between GOME-2 AAH and the minimum CALIOP layer height in function of the distance between the GOME-2 and CALIOP pixel. The different colors represent different classes of time differences between the GOME-2 and CALIOP overpasses. The upper left plot shows the results for GOME-2A, the upper right plot shows the results for GOME-2B and the lower middle plot shows the results for GOME-2C.

5. Actually, it is difficult to get aerosol type information when retrieve AAH only from O2 A band. Many algorithms only define a fixed aerosol model (optical properties) when retrieve AAH and this assumption will affect the AAH retrieval accuracy. What is the aerosol model used in the GOME-2 AAH retrieval algorithm? This may cause different accuracy when compared with different CALIOP subtypes height. If at one CALIOP footprint, there are several aerosol subtypes at different layers, how to do comparison with GOME-2 AAH?

The AAH retrieval method (using the FRESCO algorithm) does not use a specified aerosol model. A general Lambertian layer is inserted in the model (see also answer to general comment 1). For each GOME pixel, all individual CALIOP layers located at a maximum distance of 100 km are taken into account for the comparison between the GOME-2A AAH and the CALIOP layer height. This indeed means that for a certain CALIOP footprint, multiple aerosol layers of the same or different aerosol types may be present. In that case all these layers will be individually compared to the GOME-2 AAH.

6. Too many similar figures in Section 3.2. I suggest to re-organize them and provide more information in one figure. If the conclusions are similar for different cases, the figures do not have to be shown again.

Several figures have been moved to the supplement.
Specific comments

1. Line 53-56: What is the relationship between the monitoring of surface thermal anomalies (from MODIS) and gas emissions (from OMPS or S5P) with plume extent detection? Maybe the plume chemical components and remote sensing characteristics could be mentioned here. I suggest to reword these two sentences.

The authors were giving general examples of different satellite instruments that can monitor the presence of volcanic layers. We don’t want to go into the details of the different techniques as this is not the scope of this paper. We will rephrase these sentences.

Changes to the manuscript:

“Volcanic plumes can also be monitored by the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI), Ozone Mapping and Profiler Suite (OMPS) and Sentinel-5p (S5p) (they are able to provide gaseous emission mapping) and by MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (through mapping of surface thermal anomalies).”

2. I think the UV wavelength pair of GOME-2 AAI product used in the aerosol height retrieval could be mentioned at somewhere in the Introduction or Method, in case the readers are not familiar with this product.

The wavelength pair used for the AAI product is the 340-380 nm pair. This information was added to the manuscript in section 2.1.2.

Changes to manuscript:

“This product builds on a previously developed product, the AAI (derived from the 340-380 nm wavelength pair; Tuinder et al., 2019)…”

3. Table 1: The meaning of threshold, target and optimal is suggested to be added in the table caption or nearby text.

The accuracy requirements presented in table 1 are developed and defined within the steering committee of EUMETSAT AC SAF. The numbers they defined are obtained after an extensive procedure. To satisfy the threshold, target and optimal requirement, the AAH should be within respectively 3, 2 and 1 km (4, 3 and 2 km) of the actual height of the absorbing aerosol layer for layers lower (higher) than 10 km altitude.

Changes to the manuscript:

“The accuracy requirements for the AAH product, as defined by the AC SAF steering committee in the Product Requirements Document (Hovila et al., 2019), can be found in Table 1.”

+ adjusted caption of table 1:

Table 1. Accuracy requirements defined by the AC SAF steering group for the AAH product (from Hovila et al., 2019).

4. I believe Table 2 is useless in this study.

We moved this table to the supplement.
5. Line 269: What does the "error" mean in Fig. 4? Does it represent the retrieval uncertainty? The authors should make it clear.

The error of the AAH is provided by KNMI. It is calculated using the error propagation theory where the uncertainty in the measured spectral (ir)radiances transforms into an error in the calculated reflectances and hence in all the derived products, including the AAH. This error does not contain real information on the quality of the AAH.

**Changes to manuscript:**

Figure 4 was removed + text added to section 3.1:

“The GOME-2 AAH product also provides a calculated error for each AAH value. This error is calculated using the error propagation theory where the uncertainty in the measured spectral (ir)radiances transforms into an error in the calculated reflectances and hence in all the derived products, including the AAH. This error does not contain real information on the quality of the AAH.”

6. Figure 7: What does the GOME-2 data in this figure (and other similar figures hereafter) mean the closest pixel data or the mean value for all the pixels within100 km to CALIOP footprint?

In this type of figures, all individual GOME-2 pixels around the location of the volcano are shown together with the individual CALIOP overpasses that are located at a maximum distance of 100 km of a GOME-2 overpass.